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Plan for today

DAGs, continued

Potential outcomes vs. do() notation

do-calculus, adjustment, and CATEs

Logic models, DAGs, and measurement
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DAGs, continued
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Effect of race on police use of force 
using administrative data
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Effect of race on police use of force 
using administrative data
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Smoking → Cardiac arrest example
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How can you be sure 
you include everything in a DAG?

How do you know when to stop?

Is there a rule of thumb 
for the number of nodes?
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Why can we combine nodes in a DAG if they 
don't represent the same concept?

Why include unmeasurable things in a DAG?
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Why do DAGs have to be acyclic?

What if there really is reverse causation?
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How do we actually 
adjust for these things?
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Potential outcomes 
vs. do() notation
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Expectations

Basically a fancy way of saying "average"

E(⋅), E(⋅),E(⋅) vs. P(⋅)
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Outcomes and programs
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Causal effects with potential outcomes
Potential outcomes notation:

δ  =  ∑
n
i=1Yi(1) − Yi(0)

or alternatively with E

δ  = E[Yi(1) − Yi(0)]

1
n
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Causal effects with do()
Pearl notation:

δ  = E[Yi ∣ do(X = 1) − Yi ∣ do(X = 0)]

or more simply

δ  = E[Yi ∣ do(X)]
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E[Yi ∣ do(X)]

=

E[Yi(1) − Yi(0)]
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We can't see this

So we �nd the average causal effect (ACE)

E[Yi ∣ do(X)] or E[Yi(1) − Yi(0)]

δ̂ = E[Yi ∣ X = 1] − E[Yi ∣ X = 0]
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do-calculus, 
adjustment, and CATEs
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DAGs and identi�cation

DAGs are a statistical tool, but they don't 
tell you what statistical method to use

DAGs help you with the identi�cation strategy
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Easist identi�cation

Identi�cation through research design
RCTs

When treatment is randomized, delete all arrows going into it

No need for any do-calculus!
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Most other identi�cation

Identi�cation through do-calculus
Rules for graph surgery

Backdoor adjustment and frontdoor adjustment 
are special common patterns of do-calculus
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Where can we learn more about do-calculus?
Here!
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https://www.andrewheiss.com/blog/2021/09/07/do-calculus-backdoors/


Rule 1: Decide if we can ignore an observation

Rule 2: Decide if we can treat an intervention as an observation

Rule 3: Decide if we can ignore an intervention

P(y ∣ z, do(x), w) = P(y ∣ do(x), w)  if (Y ⊥ Z ∣ W , X)G¯̄X̄

P(y ∣ do(z), do(x), w) = P(y ∣ z, do(x), w)  if (Y ⊥ Z ∣ W , X)G¯̄X̄ ,Z––

P(y ∣ do(z), do(x), w) = P(y ∣ do(x), w)  if (Y ⊥ Z ∣ W , X)G¯̄X̄ ,̄ ¯̄¯̄¯̄¯̄¯
Z(W)
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Adjusting for backdoor confounding
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Adjusting for frontdoor confounding
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More complex DAGs without 
obvious backdoor or frontdoor solutions

Chug through the rules of do-calculus 
to see if the relationship is identi�able

Causal Fusion
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https://causalfusion.net/
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When things are identi�ed, there are 
still arrows leading into Y. 
What do we do with those? 

How do you explain those relationships?

Outcomes have multiple causes. 
How do you justify that your proposed 

cause is the most causal factor?
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Why can't we just subtract the averages 
between treated and untreated groups?
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When you're making groups for CATE, how do 
you decide what groups to put people in?

Slides from lecture
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https://evalf22.classes.andrewheiss.com/slides/05-slides.html#58


Unconfoundedness assumption
How can we assume/pretend that treatment was 

randomly assigned within each age?

It seems unlikely. Wouldn't there be other factors within the
older/younger group that make a person more/less likely to

engage in treatment (e.g., health status)?

Slides from lecture
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https://evalf22.classes.andrewheiss.com/slides/05-slides.html#58


Does every research question 
need an identi�cation strategy?

No!

Correlation alone is okay! 
Can lead to more focused causal questions later!
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Logic models, DAGs, 
and measurement
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What's the difference between 
logic models and DAGs?

Can't I just remake my logic model in Dagitty and be done?
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DAGs vs. Logic models

DAGs are a statistical tool
Describe a data-generating process 
and isolate/identify relationships

Logic models are a managerial tool
Oversee the inner workings of a program and its theory
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